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In June 2024, Ukraine will present a new three-year forest management project
developed in cooperation with German experts.

The relevant statement was made by the Ukrainian Environmental Protection and Natural Resources

Ministry, an Ukrinform correspondent reports.

“Cooperation with Germany in the field of forestry is strategically important to Ukraine. We are

planning to develop a new international technical assistance project for the next three years. It will be

aimed at supporting the development and sustainable management of our forest resources,”

Ukrainian Environmental Protection and Natural Resources First Deputy Minister Oleksandr

Krasnolutskyi noted, following his meeting with Christian Aschenbach, the representative of GFA

Consulting Group, and Uli Müller, the international expert.
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In the course of the meeting, the participants discussed the new stages of cooperation, involving such

components as national forest inventory, forest demining, forest cultivation and restoration.

German experts will also help Ukrainian colleagues to implement innovations in the field of forest

management, accounting and monitoring, and digitalize the forest industry.

GFA Consulting Group is a leading consulting agency that deals with international European

development cooperation and is the general authorized contractor of the German Federal Food and

Agriculture Ministry. After the specified areas of cooperation are elaborated and agreed upon with the

corresponding German ministry, a new project concept will be prepared in June.

A reminder that Ukraine’s 2024 spring reforesting campaign is underway. A total of 9,703.6 hectares

of forests have been restored (out of 22,982 hectares planned for 2024). Additionally, a total of

1,286.3 hectares of new forests were created with more than 9,000 hectares planned for this year.
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Seized Russian assets should
contribute to energy industry
recovery, protection - Deputy chief
of President’s Office

Poland donates almost $9B in aid to
Ukraine since war-start

National Bank says hryvnia
exchange rate fluctuations pose no
threat

Ukrainian PM, UK Chanc
Exchequer discuss Ukrai
equipment needs

TOP NEWS

Russian troops again fired on the village of Bilozerka, Kherson region, injuring a 74-
year-old resident.

This was reported by the Kherson Regional Military Administration, Ukrinform reported.

“Russian troops have been shelling Bilozerka for the second time in a day. Another strike hit a

residential building. A 74-year-old local resident was injured as a result of the shelling,” the report

says.

Read also: In Kherson, rescuers come under Russia’s “double-tap” strike

It is noted that the man suffered contusion, explosive and craniocerebral injuries. He was provided

with medical care on the spot, and refused hospitalization.

As reported, this afternoon, Russian troops already shelled Bilozerka. Then a 57-year-old man was

injured, who was in his garden at the time of the shelling.

Russian invaders shell Bilozerka in Kherson region forRussian invaders shell Bilozerka in Kherson region forRussian invaders shell Bilozerka in Kherson region for
second time in day, man injuredsecond time in day, man injuredsecond time in day, man injured
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